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Ri and Pete Go For A Drive 
 
Ri and I often go for drives when the mood strikes us.  The mood struck us in May and we took 
off.  We enjoy challenging ourselves on our drives, so they are not just leisurely, rubbernecking 
spins.  For example, we’ll see how far we can get on especially bald tires, or with no brakes; or 
we test theories, such as the one that states a car can’t run without oil in its engine.  To make this 
particular drive a challenge we loaded my collections of massively heavy radioactive rocks and 
lead (to act as shielding) into a trailer for hauling behind us, so accelerations would be 
excruciatingly slow, and fast stops or quick turns would be impossible.  I had a theory too, given 
our enormous mass, about how close to infinity we could push our linear momentum.  To add to 
the carnival atmosphere we chose a trailer with a character laughing madly on its side so people 
could get a sense of our mission. 

 
 

We started out going randomly north along the coast. The number 1 is what Ri said was 

 
propitious that day, so we stayed on US Route 101/CA 1 out of Santa Barbara, turning North 
because an N is really three ones, while S looks too much like a snake.  101 is quite the road, 
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varying from five lanes in each direction clogged with coffee fueled LaLaLanders and their 
Obama-Biden bumper stickers rushing madly to nowhere through suburban sprawl hellscapes; to 

potholed urban streets through one of the world’s great cities;  to iconic seaside routes; 
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to twisting back roads through bucolic farmland;  then it does a spectacular U-turn around the 
Olympic Mountains in Washington State and turns south before it ends.   It took us a while to get 
up a head of steam and out of California, through Oregon and then Washington because Ri had 
to stop and chat with and then hug goodbye every goddamn tree on the west coast.  There were 
some big ones  

     
and ones covered in moss.      Whole forests of trees to say goodbye and show her love to.   
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And we realized we had to refill our magic hourglasses with special sand found in only one 
secret place in North America’s largest coastal dune field.   

 
 
While in the mystical dunes we couldn’t help frolic in the sands of time, 
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And I had to keep stopping for java as I was doing all the driving and needed to get cranked up! 

 
And we had to stop to take pictures of Tilamook cheese cutters, soon to be no more, since cutting 
the cheese will be illegal under a puritan Romney administration.  
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Chasing down hippies, or any non-conformist for that matter, and chopping off their hair, or 
painting “weirdo” on their foreheads, will still be OK, as long as you use the “high jinks” 
defense (which is what rich people do to relieve all the pressures of being rich) but polite society 
never, ever, ahem, cuts the cheese! 
 
As we were meandering north, Ri, who was studying some scattered chicken bones on her lap, 
suddenly yelled “2! 2, that’s the number, turn here and follow the 2!” And like a scene out of 
Star Trek we turned at high velocity, with much groaning of strained metal, and us flopping 
about in our captain’s chairs, and managed to point the blue-green missile onto US Route 2, a 
route, it turns out with an interesting history.  

 
“Now drive towards the rising sun,” she said, “and don’t stop till I tell you to!” whereupon she 
crawled in the back and entered a trance. 
 
And so we drove east, ever east, up and through the Cascades,  
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Up and over the Rockies,  

 
on the magical, mystical US Route 2, originally built to connect the Country’s two Portlands. 
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Then, hurtling downhill, building speed after the continental divide, we shot out onto the Great 
Plains, me taking pictures out the windows, Ri chanting and speaking in tongues in the back. 

 
Leaving the mountains behind for those endless plains was difficult.   

 
Montana is a big state, Route 2 being 667 miles long just in that one state.  At our high velocities 
though we traversed the state pronto.   
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Through eastern Montana and western North Dakota we passed through a spectacular oil shale 
driven boom.  All the towns were abuzz - the entire area a massive militaryesque operation with 
trucks of every imaginable type whirring and whizzing every which way,  pipelines being laid in 
every direction, hillsides covered with vast service company fleets, drilling rigs and oil tankage 
everywhere, hundreds of flares lighting the horizon,  

 
 
logistics companies building thousands and thousands of temporary housing units,  

 
 
and smart and serious looking young men with haircuts moving about their important business 
smartly in new trucks.  And one needs only to search the shadows for evidence that the 
tyrannical Obama is indeed out to wreck America, for there, creeping where I couldn’t capture 
them on film, but I know I saw them, were the insidious Obama agents letting the air out of tires, 
changing the directions of signs to confuse the agents of progress, whispering in people’s ears to 
sleep late, rigging elections with Acorn so they can impede the permit process, incessantly 
jibberjabbering about the environment so you can’t hear yourself think, arresting people for 
working too hard and then forcing addictive, laze inducing government cheese on them.   
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And clogging up the roads with convoys of their ridiculous money-sink, hippy-dippy wind mills, 
surely owned by Obama’s Hollywood buddies, so the oil and fracking trucks can’t get through! 

 
As we accelerated we entered a new zone where several times and places seemed to occupy the 
same place simultaneously.   

 
And weather systems, spectacular in big sky country, were entered, enjoyed and then left in our 
wake, indeed affected by our massive weight speeding through the High Line.   
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We rocketed through a thousand one stoplight towns, and I imagined old farts, doing nothing, 
hearing something on the horizon, looking west towards the sound, then being buffeted by winds 
as we shot past at speeds too high to observe, their hats blowing off and them left there looking 
east asking “What in tarnation was that?” 

 
 
All the towns across the plains were similar, a cluster of homes around a grain elevator, each 
elevator connected to the outside world by rail, each town having a name and a slogan on a 
welcoming sign, like Lumpy Gravy, MN – “Not big, but friendly.”  Or Sputum, ND – “Gateway 
to [fill-in-the-blank].”   
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Everywhere across the fertile breadbasket, new grain elevators, or whatever those contraptions 
are, were being built.   

 
We had seen on Fox Spews the piece about the White House memo outlining the need for bread 
lines so the Government could then be the hero and step in and “help.”  How long we thought 
before the America-despising Obamas begin their war on bread to thwart this progress and keep 
everyone on welfare?   
 
How awful to have a foreign president who despises America.  He’s everywhere stabbing the 
country in the back - he’s taken almost all our guns away, raised our taxes till there’s nothing left 
in our paychecks, ruined businesses, raised gas prices, opened the door for the Muslim 
Brotherhood, and is unable to grasp what America really is, having never really lived in the real 
America, and indoctrinated as a child in a mud hut somewhere in Africa by commie witch 
doctors with bones in their noses.  Our spirits were buoyed by hope in Wisconsin where revelers 
proclaimed a signature victory over Obama’s union bosses.   

 
 
Hurtling eastward, I could see on my navigation charts there was an obstacle ahead and asked Ri, 
who was now in the back seat lotus positioned consulting some ancient book, what to do.  “Turn 
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left here!” she yelled just as we were about to plunge into a Great Lake, which I had convinced 
myself we could cross like a skipping stone at these velocities, and with more great groaning of 
metal, molten radioactive lead, liquefied by these enormous speeds, spewing out the back of the 
skittering trailer, we turned left towards Canada, a dark and brooding “foreign” country. 
 
Canada was a featureless socialist hell hole.  We could see in that awful place exactly where the 
Hitler-Stalin-Chamberlain-MauMau-Mussolini-like dictator Obama wants to take us: shuffling 
lines of emaciated lumpens awaiting state run health care that never comes; dead bodies littering 
the landscape where death panels had sent them to die;  large swaths of land given back to so-
called “natives” and now off limits to me;  no cell phone service for long periods;  loutish folks 
partying on the porches of unkempt homes, paid by the government to do nothing and given free 
beer and cigarettes; signs in multiple languages instead of just God’s English;    

 
once great industries such as the beautiful smelters at Sudbury, now silent because they  
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poisoned a couple of generations of people and made some small amount of the land so toxic it 
could never be reoccupied - boo hoo!  There’s a lot of land out there – and people who made the 
conscious choice to be low class workers instead of timber or mineral barons should suffer the 
consequences.  What about those deliciously obscene profits those smelters made for the job 
creators who owned them?  How can that be forgotten – good grief, isn’t that capitalism at its 
best?  What’s everyone worried about?  Those riches would shower down on the poisoned 
masses – Reagan said the money would trickle down, and his word is as good as our God’s and 
better than anyone else’s gods’, that’s for sure.  And all the Canadian government had for those 
enslaved people, after taking all their money in taxes?  Unicorns!   

 
“Yikes”, we thought “Better get out of this country! Get back on Route 2.”  And so we turned 
south.  Crossing the border in NY we entered American Indian country, where shuttered casinos, 
defunct gas stations and tilted shacks littered the roadside.  Ahh, good to be back in the USofA!  
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Back on US Route 2, we followed a chain of islands through the middle of Lake Champlain and 
enjoyed a sunset, the lake lighting up on both sides of Route 2, far away mountains on our left to 
the east finally visible after the ceaseless plains 

 
And the sun setting on our right. 

 
As we rocketed through the night, dodging moose and bear in the Green Mountains, Ri, who was 
now dressed in animal skins in the back seat in a cloud of incense consulting her ancient tomes 
pronounced “Slow down.” and we started to see welcoming sights. 
 
After weeks of no sleep, steering a missile at high velocities through populated areas, we were 
exhausted.  As we slowed from ludicrous speed down to hyper speed down to normal speeds, our 
frenzied agitation also slowed, and we were suddenly tired. 
 
A kind of fog was lifting, in this strange place that we found ourselves. 
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Dawn broke’ 

 
A mystic mountain hove into view.   
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and we found a fern lined bank by a placid creek,  

 
and the old beast, our faithful chariot, gave a final wheeze, shuddered and fell silent, its nuclear 
reactor spent of fuel, the molten lead and Ununoctium congealing with a weird glow under the 
trailer where it had leaked through the ruined structure.  We stumbled from the van amidst a 
cascade of empty coffee cups, star charts and oatmeal cookie remnants, and gulped the crisp air, 
took some very deep breaths as the howling in our ears subsided, and again discerned the 
chirping of birds, the burble of passing waters, and we stretched and yawned.   
 
“I have seen this place,” said Ri.  “It has been foretold.  Our drive has brought us to the right 
place.”  
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As we lolled in the ferns we talked about this great continent and its vast array of, and abrupt 
changes in, surface geology, vegetation and topography.  Content in how gloriously we have 
stripped, trashed, mined, paved, slaughtered, littered, corralled, dammed and felled nature,  

 
over which our dominion was deeded by written document long ago, and how the  

 
sinister forces of socialism, liberalism, multi-culturalism, environmentalism, pacifism, science, 
compromise, civility and truth, and how those who were waging war on Christmas, soda and 
Religion to enslave us all in a welfare system, are being kept in check by some wealthy patriots. 
 
We talked about the secret Montana lake we’d found and how, once Romney is in and the EPA 
and all those other pesky outfits are fired and Secretary of the Interior Donald Trump is in 
charge, we were going to develop the place, pave it, populate it, pollute it and get rich.  Sweet! 
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And then we slept and relived in our dreams many of the highlights of our trip:   
attacked by a giant fish in Minnesota;   

 
grazing with elk in California;   
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seeing the birthplace of Bob Dylan, 

 
 
Standing in a Great Lake,  

 
rocking out to an oompah band in the most improbable place,  
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Paying our respects to Slippery Bill 
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exploring local cuisine,  
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visiting the Vietnam War Museum in Hermansville, Michigan; 

 
And the Fireman’s museum in Wisconsin, and the Bush Plane Museum in god-knows-where; 

   
And meeting some visitors from outer space;   
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and finding an original section of Route 2, the way it was first built as part of the 4,000 mile long 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway, the US’ northernmost East-West highway, 
connecting the two US Portlands via a part of Ontario, Canada, 

 
the turn of the 19th century fancy concrete work looking a little worse for wear.  
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and standing in the totally awesome energy vortex at the very center of North America! 

 
Sweet dreams indeed. 
 
And we slept in that peaceful glade, the sleep of the epically weary, two exhausted travelers 
having traversed great distances so quickly we hadn’t aged.  
 
When we awoke, we found………well, I’ve run out of time and will have to pick up this story 
later.   

Love and Best Wishes 
The Jeschke Family 
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